ABSTRACT. This paper studies the dynamics of the traditional cobweb model with risk averse heterogeneous producers who seek to learn the distribution of asset prices using geometric decay processes (GDP)-the expected mean and variance are estimated as a geometric weighted average of past observations-with either finite or infinite fading memory. With constant absolute risk aversion, the dynamics of the nonlinear model can be characterized with respect to the length of memory window and the memory decay rate of the learning GDP. The dynamics of such heterogeneous learning processes and the capacity of the producers to learn are discussed. It is found that the interaction of heterogeneity, risk aversion, memory decay rate and window length of the GDP play a complicated role on the price dynamics of the nonlinear cobweb model. In general, an increase of the memory decay rate plays a stabilizing role on the local stability of the steady state price when the memory length is infinite, but this role becomes ambiguous when the memory is finite.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a great deal of research into the dynamics of economies populated by boundedly rational heterogeneous agents (e.g. Day and Huang (1990) ), Brock and Hommes (1997) ). In this paper, we introduce boundedly rational heterogeneous agents into the traditional cobweb model. In particular, we analyze the interaction of heterogeneity, agents' risk aversion and their attempts to learn from past time series of prices. We show that, on the one hand, heterogeneous learning can help agents to learn the rational equilibrium in some cases, on the other hand, such learning can lead to market instability and to periodic, or even chaotic, price fluctuations.
For the well-known cobweb model with linear supply ). To obtain more realistic, bounded oscillatory, price time paths, the literature has introduced non-linearities into the cobweb model. Such nonlinearities can come from either nonlinear supply or demand curves, risk aversion (discussed in what follows), or agents' heterogeneity, bounded rationality and various learning processes.
When the producers are homogeneous, it has been shown that agents' expectations and non-linearities in the supply or demand curves may lead the cobweb model to exhibit both stable periodic and chaotic behavior (e.g., Artsein (1983) , Jensen and Urban (1984) , Chiarella (1988) , Holmes and Manning (1988) , Hommes (1991 Hommes ( , 1994 Hommes ( , 1998 , Puu (1991) and Day (1992) ). These authors consider a variety of backward looking mechanisms for the formation of the expectations £ ¤ ¥ ranging across the traditional naive expectation
, learning expectations (e.g., learning by arithmetic mean
) and adaptive learning expectation
. Assuming bounded rationality of agents, Hommes (1998) even shows that such simple expectation schemes can be consistent with rational behaviour in the nonlinear cobweb model.
When producers are somewhat uncertain about the dynamics of the economic system in which they are to play out their roles and exhibit bounded rationality, they need to engage in some learning scheme to update their beliefs. Among various possible learning schemes, the properties of recursive learning processes under homogeneous expectations have been studied extensively (e.g., Bray (1982 Bray ( , 1983 , Evans and Ramey (1992) , Balasko and Royer (1996) , Evans and Honkapohja (1994 , 1995 , 1999 , Barucci (2000 Barucci ( , 2001 ). In Bray (1982 Bray ( , 1983 and Honkapohja (1994, 1995) , the agent's expectation is computed as the arithmetic average of all the past observations with full memory (the same weight is employed for each observation). In Balasko and Royer (1996) , agents' expectations are updated by finite recursive least squares processes (using a moving average of the past 1 prices) and it is found that an equilibrium which is stable under learning with finite memory 1 is also stable for a finite memory . Their results are extended further in Chiarella and He (2003b) to more general finite recursive processes with nonnegative weights and it is found that the stability of equilibrium depends on the weighting vector and that complicated dynamics can be generated. In Barucci (2000 Barucci ( , 2001 , agents' expectations are computed as a weighted average of all the past observations with no-full memory. The weights of the average are described by a geometric process with a ratio smaller than 1 and therefore, the weights for older observations are smaller than the weights for recent observations. As pointed by Barucci (p.234, 2001) , these features of a fading memory learning mechanism are "appealing because...the assumption of a constant weight for past observations is not fully plausible from a behavioral point of view. As a matter of fact, agents do not stop to learn as time goes on and they 'forget' remote observations". For a class of nonlinear deterministic forward-looking economic models under fading memory learning, Barucci shows that the decay rate of the memory of the learning process plays a stabilizing role-an increase of the memory decay rate enlarges the local stability parameter region of the perfect foresight stationary equilibria. Brock and Hommes (1997) study heterogeneity in expectation formation by introducing the concept of adaptive rational equilibrium dynamics (ARED). They consider a cobweb model in which agents choose a predictor from a finite set of expectations functions of past information and update their beliefs over time according to a publicly available 'fitness' measure. They demonstrate the so called rational route to randomness. This framework has been extended further to the heterogeneous cobweb model by allowing more types of agents(e.g. Branch (2002) and Onozaki et al (2000 Onozaki et al ( , 2003 ) and various learning among heterogeneous agents (e.g. Chiarella and He (2003a) ).
Nonlinearity can also come from considerations of risk and risk aversion, as discussed in Boussard and Gerard (1991) , Burton (1993) and Boussard (1996) . Boussard (1996) points out that with risk averse producers, the traditional linear cobweb model becomes nonlinear. By assuming that the actual price , Boussard (1996) shows that, under the simplest learning scheme , the nonlinear model may result in the market generating chaotic price series, and market failure, and therefore the source of risk is the risk itself (p.435, Boussard (1996) ). Consequently, the study "casts a new light on expectations. Not only are expectations pertaining to mean values important for market outcomes. Those pertaining to variability can be just as crucial" (p.445, Boussard (1996) ).
Apart from Boussard (1996) , the focus in the expectations formation literature has been on schemes for the mean, with very little attention being paid to schemes for the variance. Chiarella and He (2000) extend Boussard's framework in a way that takes account of the risk aversion of producers and allows them to estimate both the mean and variance via an arithmetic learning process (ALP). They show that the resulting cobweb dynamics form a complicated nonlinear expectations feedback structure whose dimensionality depends upon the length of the window of past prices (the lag length) used to estimate the moments of the price distributions. It is found that an increase of the window length can enlarge the parameter region of the local stability of the steady state and, at the crossover from local stability to local instability, the dynamics exhibit resonance behavior which is indicative of quite complicated dynamical behavior, and even chaos (for the model with constant elasticity supply and demand functions).
Motivated largely by the above literature in heterogeneous expectations and learning, this paper aims to study the dynamics of the cobweb model with risk averse heterogeneous producers who adopt fading memory learning processes. We first extend the homogeneous model in Chiarella and He (2000) to incorporate heterogeneous agents.
By allowing the heterogeneous producers to follow geometric decay (learning) processes (GDP, see Section 2 for definition), we then study the role of the memory decay rate on the price dynamics. It is found that, when the memory is infinite, an increase of the memory decay rate plays a stabilizing role on the local stability of the steady state price, as also found in Barucci (2000 Barucci ( , 2001 when agents are homogeneous. However, the effect of the memory decay rate becomes less clear when the memory is finite. The heterogeneity has a double edged effect on the price dynamics in the sense that heterogeneous learning can stabilize an otherwise unstable dynamics in some cases and destablize an otherwise stable dynamics in other cases as well. It is shown that (quasi)periodic solutions and strange (or even chaotic) attractors can be created through Neimark-Hopf bifurcations when the memory is infinite and through flip bifurcations as well when the memories are finite. In addition, it is found that the source of risk is the risk itself, as pointed out in Boussard (1996) , in the sense that the behaviour of producers in response to risk can generate market failure.
The paper is organised as follows. A general cobweb model with heterogeneous producers is established in Section 2. The heterogeneous geometric decay (learning) processes (GDP) is introduced, and the existence of steady-state (rational equilibrium) is also discussed. Section 3 considers the dynamics of the heterogeneous model with standard arithmetic learning process (ALP) as a special case of the GDP with finite memory. Then the dynamics of the model with heterogeneous GDP for both finite and infinite memories are analyzed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.
COBWEB MODEL WITH HETEROGENEOUS PRODUCERS
This section sets up a cobweb model in which there are 1 producers who are heterogeneous in their risk attitudes and in their formulation of the expected mean and variance. In the case of linear supply and demand functions, the model may be written as 7 Supply:
Demand:
where¨¥ is the aggregate supply,¨8 In the rest of this paper, the simplest heterogeneous model with two types of producers is considered. Then the population of heterogeneous producers can be measured by a single parameter
, which is the proportional difference between the two types. Correspondingly, equation (2.5) can be rewritten as § 6 © A C 6 3 4 6 9 ¥ P (2.6) 2.2. Heterogeneous Learning Processes. The heterogeneous model (2.6) is incomplete until producers' expectations are specified. In this paper, geometric decay processes (GDP) with either finite and infinite memory are assumed. More precisely, for type @ producers, the GDP with finite memory is defined by assuming that the conditional mean and variance of the price follows a geometric probability distribution with decay rate of S 8 over a window length of ( 8 , that is, , which can be measured by a certain fitness function and discrete choice probability, as in Brock and Hommes (1997) . Because of the complexity of the analysis, we consider only the case with fixed proportions and leave the changing proportion case for future work. From (2.1) and (2.4), the aggregate supply is given by
, from which (2.5) follows upon use of (2.4). , the GDP (2.7) is reduced to the standard arithmetic learning process (ALP),
As memory becomes infinite, that is, as ( 8 , it is shown (see Appendix A) that, as a limiting process of GDP with finite memory, the GDP with infinite memory has the form . In the following sections, the dynamics of the heterogeneous model (2.6) are studied first when agents update their estimates of both the mean and variance by using the ALP (2.8). The analysis is then generalised to the GDP (2.7) with finite memory and (2.9) with infinite memory .
DYNAMICS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS COBWEB MODEL WITH ALP
As a special case of the heterogeneous model with finite GDP, this section focuses on the case where producers have full finite memory about the history of prices, that is
. Correspondingly, the GDP is reduced to ALP, which has been studied in the recent literature (e.g. Balasko and Royer (1996) and Chiarella and He (2003b) ). Without loss of generality, we assume
and denote
. Because of the dependence of the subjective mean and then some special cases when
, in order to gain some insights into the effect of differing lag lengths on the regions of stability and the types of dynamic behaviour that may occur. As indicated from the following results, the local stability of the steady state depends on various parameters, including those from supply and demand functions § # § 6
, the proportional difference parameter
)
, and the window lengths used by the heterogeneous producers. The discussion here focuses on two different aspects. On the one hand, for a fixed window length combination of ( # ( 6 , we consider how the demand parameter and the proportional difference ) of producers affect the local stability of the steady state and bifurcation. On the other hand, for a set of fixed parameters, we examine how these results on the local stability and bifurcation are affected by different combinations of the window lengths. It is found from the following discussion that both the local stability region and bifurcation boundary are geometrically easy to construct by using parameters makes it possible to transform the results between the different set of parameters and to preserve the geometric relation of the local stability regions between the two sets of parameter. 5 In the following discussion, for the reason just stated, the results are formulated in terms of o # o 6
, although some of the stability regions are also plotted using )
.
3.1. Case 1:
. When both types of producer use the same window length, that is
, using the Lemma in Chiarella and He (2003a) , a relatively complete result on both the local stability region of the steady state and the types of bifurcation for general lag length ( can be stated as follows.
Proposition 3.1. For the nonlinear system (2.6), assume producers follow ALP and
. Then the steady state
Furthermore, the boundary
In terms of the effect of lag length .
5
Note that the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation (3.1) does not change the sign, implying the preservation of the transformation. 6 Resonance bifurcations occur when the eigenvalues lie on the unit circle. When
, the eigenvalues are given by , according to Kuznetsov (1995) , the bifurcation is known as a 1:3 strong resonance, leading to two sets of period three cycles with one set stable and other set unstable (see Chiarella and He (2000) for more details). For w }
, according to Sonis (2000) , the bifurcation is given by
, instability of the steady state leads to 1:4 and 1:5 periodic resonance bifurcations, respectively, and similar dynamics to 1:3 resonance bifurcation are also found. Theoretical analysis for such types of bifurcation of higher dimensional discrete systems can be exceedingly complicated and not yet completely understood, (see Example 15.34 in Hale and Kocak (pp. 481-482, (1991) 
3.2. Case 2:
, comparing with the case of , the stability region is bounded by the Hopf bifurcation boundary only. The variety of types of bifurcation and complexity of the dynamics is plane with parameters , the stability region
, which can be transformed to the parameter space )
, indicated in Figure 3 .3(a). Along the boundary
, one of the eigenvalues is ¦ , implying that a flip bifurcation occurs along this boundary. Along the other boundary
, the two eigenvalues
and hence, the Neimark-Hopf bifurcation boundary is defined by
. In summary, for the nonlinear cobweb model with ALP, an increase of lag lengths plays a stabilizing role and the steady-state can become unstable through Hopf bifurcations only when both lags are the same. However when both lags are different, the stabilizing role becomes less clear and more complicated with either flip and Hopf bifurcation possibly occurring. Thus we may conclude that heterogeneity can stabilize an otherwise unstable dynamics in some cases and destabilize an otherwise stable dynamics in other cases. , where
DYNAMICS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS MODEL WITH FINITE MEMORY GDP
This section focuses on the dynamics of the nonlinear cobweb model (2.6) when producers follow the GDP with finite memory and different window lengths , that is, agents use the traditional naive expectation, taking the latest price as their expected price for the next period. In this case, the condition for local stability is 0 o # © o 6 ! (see Proposition 3.1) the steady state becomes unstable through a flip bifurcation, leading to a two-period cycle of two prices, one is above and one is below the steady state price.
In the case
, the following result can be stated. . In this case, a flip bifurcation occurs along the boundary
and a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation occurs along the boundary
The stability region 6 6 is plotted 7 in Figure 4 .1, indicating various effects on stability of the decay rate 7 Note that functions
Hopf curve
Hopf curve flip curve (c)
Hopf curve , where
. In this case, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that the steady state becomes unstable through a flip bifurcation only, as indicated in is plotted for fixed
. Along the bifurcation boundary, the nature of the bifurcation is characterised by which satisfies (see Appendix C for the details)
. In this case, the stability region is bounded by two bifurcation boundaries, the flip bifurcation boundary 6 ¦ and the Neimark-Hopf bifurcation boundary # ¦ , as indicated in decreases. Proposition 4.1 seems to indicate that as ( increases from 1 to 2, on the one hand, the stability region is enlarged and, on the other hand, instability leads to a more complicated price dynamics through either flip or Hopf bifurcation. One may expect a similar effect to occur as ( increases from 2 to 3. However, the following Proposition 4.2 indicates that this may not be the case. It is interesting to see that, similar to the case of . However, such comparison when
can lead to some insight regarding the role of the decay rate on the price dynamics. In this case, the stability regions for is plotted in Figure 4 .5 with parameters
In particular, for , the prices converge to a two-period cycle, characterized by the flip bifurcation, while for S 6 ¦ P , the prices converge to a closed orbit in the phase plot, which is characterized by the Neimark-Hopf bifurcation.
It is interesting to see that the local stability condition and bifurcation in Propositions 4.1-4.2 are independent of the risk aversion coefficients
of the heterogeneous agents. This is because these coefficients are associated with the variance, a higher order term of the linearised system of the nonlinear system at the steady state. In the above simulations in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, both the risk aversion coefficients are small, and hence the risk aversion and variance have no significant influence on the price dynamics induced from local stability analysis. When agents become more risk averse and more closely balance both mean and variance, one would expect the price dynamics to be stabilized in the sense that irregular price patterns, such as quasi-periodic cycles, with higher variability may become regular, such as cycles, with lower variability. This can be verified (not reported here) for the case corresponding to the right panel in with parameters with parameters Figure 4 .6, in which the steady state price becomes unstable through a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation and prices converge to the aperiodic pattern characterized by the closed orbit on the phase plot for small risk aversion coefficients
increases, the closed orbit becomes smaller (say for
). However, as ) prices converge to, either aperiodic cycles (characterised by closed orbits for the phase plots) with lower variability for initial values near the steady state price, or 3-period cycles with higher variability for initial values not near the steady state price. Similar price dynamics are also observed when
. This suggests that, when the steady state price becomes unstable through a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation, an increase in the risk aversion can stabilise otherwise unstable price patterns initially and even leads to simple price dynamics. However, this is not necessarily true when the steady state price becomes unstable through a flip bifurcation.
with parameters
For the set of parameters:
local stability analysis implies that the steady state price becomes unstable through a flip bifurcation when is small. This can be verified for , and a strange attractor for
. This strange attractor and the corresponding chaotic time series generated through such a flip bifurcation for
are plotted in Figure  4 .8. 
Based on this analysis, one can see that, risk aversion has a different effect on the price dynamics depending upon the type of bifurcation (flip or Hopf) through which the steady state price become unstable. When the steady state price becomes unstable through a Hopf bifurcation, as agents become more risk averse, the price dynamics become less complicated and the variability of the prices is reduced. However, when the steady state price becomes unstable through a flip bifurcation, as agents become more risk averse, the price dynamics become more complicated, although the variability of prices is reduced. It is in this sense that, as claimed by Boussard (1996) , the source of the risk is the risk itself. Market price fluctuation and market failure can be generated when agents become more risk averse. This result is unexpected and interesting, and it underlines the connection between price dynamics generated by agents' risk and types of bifurcation.
Case 2:
. Consider now the case when both types of producer use the different window length , the stability region is bounded by a flip bifurcation surface for
and both flip and Neimark-Hopf bifurcation surfaces for
, the stability region is bounded by a flip bifurcation surface only. , the following result can be obtained. , it is not easy to obtain a complete geometric characterisation for
. Hence we rely on numerical simulation in the following subsection to discuss the dynamics.
Dynamics of the Nonlinear System-Numerical Analysis. For
, we choose the set of parameters
, the steady state become unstable through a flip bifurcation. It is found that the price behaviour generated through bifurcation with respect to the parameter is different from to that through bifurcation with respect to the risk aversion coefficients.
For fixed risk aversion coefficients
, the price dynamics generated through the bifurcation parameter are similar to the case of ( # ( 6 ¦ m . That is, as decreases, the steady state price becomes unstable and prices converge to 2-period cycle, and then to aperiodic cycles (characterised by two coexisting closed orbits), and then to simple periodic cycles again. In addition, the variability of the prices also increases as decreases. For fixed ¦ n , changing of the risk aversion coefficients can generate very rich dynamics. For fixed
, the bifurcation diagram with respect to the parameter
is plotted in Figure 4 .10. One can see that various types of cycles and strange attractors can be generated as agents become more risk averse.
Instead of
, we can select
. In this case, the steady state price can become unstable through either a flip or Hopf bifurcation. A similar price pattern and bifurcation route to complicated price dynamics can be observed (not shown here) as the risk aversion coefficients change.
DYNAMICS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS MODEL WITH INFINITE MEMORY GDP
From the discussion in the previous section, we can see that the lags involved in the GDP can have different effects on the stability of the steady state price and price dynamics. In this section, we consider the limiting case when both lags tend to infinity. with parameters
be the decay rate of agent @ 's memory. Then it follows from (2.9) that the dynamics of the conditional mean are given by
Then, under the GDP with infinite memory (5.1), the nonlinear cobweb system (2.6) is equivalent to the 5-dimensional system 
Furthermore, the steady state becomes unstable through a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation.
In particular, when
, the steady state is stable if
and becomes unstable through a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation.
Proof. See Appendix D.
It is interesting to see that, when the memory is infinite, the steady state becomes unstable through a Neimark-Hopf bifurcation only. It may not be easy to see the effect of the decay rates on the stability region from condition (5.3), but the condition when
indicates that the local stability parameter region in terms of
is enlarged as S increases, as shown in Figure 5 .1(a). In addition, the local stability region becomes unbounded as S . This general feature also holds when
and this can be verified by numerical plots of the bifurcation surface (not reported here). Hence in general it seems that the stability region is enlarged as the decay rates increase. 8 One can see that, for small memory decay rate S , the stability region may not be enlarged as ( increases from finite values to infinity. However, this is indeed the case as the memory decay rate S is close to 1. Therefore, loosely speaking, a high decay rate with long memory can improve the stability of the steady state price.
Numerical simulations can be used to show various price dynamics when the steady state price becomes unstable and indicate that the price dynamics are more dependent on the decay rates, rather than the risk aversion coefficients. For the set of parameters:
, we have made the following observations. When both the decay rates are high, say (close to 1) can lead otherwise unstable price dynamics to converge to the steady state price, as indicated by the above local stability analysis. FIGURE 5.2. Phase plot of the nonlinear system for GDP with infinite memory and
, prices converge to some strange attractors for a wide range of , and then to a strange attractor for
. The bifurcation diagram with respect to the parameter C # is plotted in Figure 5 .3. This indicates that when agents have infinite memory, the risk aversion coefficient has no significant influence on the price dynamics when agents have a high decay rate (and in particular, when agents have almost full memory over the whole history of prices). However the effect of the risk aversion coefficient can be significant when agents have a low decay rate.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a heterogeneous GDP learning mechanism into the traditional cobweb model with risk averse heterogeneous agents by allowing producers to learn both mean and variance with different geometric decay rates and different memory lengths. For a class of nonlinear forward-looking models with homogeneous agents, Barucci (2000 Barucci ( , 2001 shows that, when the memory is infinite, the memory FIGURE 5.3. Bifurcation diagram of the nonlinear system for GDP with infinite memory for parameter
decay rate plays a stabilizing role in the sense that increasing the decay rate of the learning process the parameter stability region of a stationary rational expectation equilibrium becomes larger and eliminates cycles and chaotic attractors are created through flip bifurcation, but not Hopf bifurcation. We have shown in this paper that the memory decay rate plays a similar stabilizing role and complicated price dynamics can be created through Neimark-Hopf bifurcation, not flip bifurcation, when memory is infinite and agents are heterogeneous. However, when memory is finite, we show that the decay rate of the GDP of heterogeneous producers plays a complicated role on the price dynamics. When both the lag lengths are odd, increasing the decay rate enlarges the parameters region of the stability of the steady state and complicated price dynamics can only be created through flip bifurcation. However when both the lag lengths are not odd, there exists a critical value (between 0 and 1) such that, when the decay rate is below the critical value, the decay rate plays a stabilizing role and, for the decay rate above the critical value, the decay rate plays a destabilizing role in the sense that the parameter region of local stability of the steady state becomes smaller as the decay rate increases. In addition, (quasi)periodic cycles and strange attractors can be created through flip bifurcations when the decay rate is below the critical value and through Neimark-Hopf bifurcations when the decay rate is above the critical value. It is also found that the source of risk is the risk itself in the sense that the behaviour of producers in response to risk can generate complicated price dynamics and market failure.
The heterogeneous GDP considered in this paper are some of the simplest learning processes and the analysis has shown how they yield very rich dynamics in terms of the stability, bifurcation and routes to complicated dynamics. It is found that the market fractions of heterogeneous agents plays an important role. It would be very interesting to see how the price dynamics are changed when different types of learning schemes (such as naive expectation, ALP and GDP) are competing each other and agents update their beliefs based on certain fitness measures, as in Brock and Hommes (1997) . In practice, agents revise their expectations by adapting the decay rate in accordance with observations. How the GDP learning affects the dynamics in this more general situation is a question left for future work. 
which can be written as
For the variance process, from
we have
which can be rewritten as
Therefore the limiting variance process is given by
Based on the above argument, for £ Ð Ê Ñ 9 # , the limiting process (as ' Ó Ô ) of the mean and variance are given by 
